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What is the 6th commandment all about

You only have a new brand- Anbuad Amazon buzzproduct, and well now you're on the phone and at the same time — but what do you ask? You've already asked a few times for the season, maybe you update the news or even for your favorite musician, but what now? We are ready to answer this question for you and you can do with your new assistant our
list best for once you have learned the needs here, pop on our top to see the Easter egg list which are hidden inside other secrets. News and weather comprehensive picture with photos from Moortz Böing and Amazon is a great way to get information about the world around you, whether you want to know the situation outside or what's going on on the other
side of the world. Check out the commands that you have to communicate with news and weather features. If you need to establish information for your current location or for a drag, you can do so in it. Ask for the current season: What have I done, what is the weather? Or, will you rain today? Ask for the future weather: What weather will I have today [date]?
Ask for news: What's your news? Or, what is your flash briefing? Ask for traffic: As well, what is traffic? Or, what does your seduation look like? Want to stay at the top of your email and calendar events? Thanks for, you can check out new messages, see calendar events, and make new events with your voice. Be sure to start by setting up calendar or e-mail
information in your next application. Go to Settings &gt; E-mail and Calendar. Now, we take down the productivity. Ask for your e-mail: For, check my email. Ask a certain person for an email: Did you, I receive an email [name]? Manage an e-mail message: Your study, [Read/Reply/Delete/Save] This email. Ask for your calendar events: What have I done on
my calendar? Add a new calendar event: You add [event name] to [date] in your calendar. Move a calendar event: its name, move [at the event] [date/time]. Ask for a date: What is your talk date? Or, what is your day? Ask for time: Your time is what it is? Need reminders to do something about alarms and reminders? To help you is here-it can set a reminder
or alarm for you at a certain time or once in a certain time to alert you. Do you prefer to listen to your favorite composer or album instead of the sound of the default alarm? Just ask, and you can have it. Set a warning: Set a warning for it [Date/Time]. Set an alarm that re-presents: Set a warning for [time] every [day/week/month]. Set an alarm in music: set an
alarm at [date/time] along with it [or, [time] from you [music] for me to get up. Cancel Warning: Your Alert. Set a timer: Set a timer for it [number of seconds/minutes/hours/hours]. Set a time with a name: as well as a [timer name] timer [seconds/minutes/hours]. Set a timer music: With this, a [second/minute/hour] timer [music]. Cancel a timer: Cancel the timer
(seconds/minutes/hours] in your number. Or, cancel your [timer name] timer. Set a reminder: We reminded me [reminder] [date/time]. Cancel a reminder: Cancel my reminder, along with you. Shopping and list is one of the largest stores in the world connected to-Amazon-so it just understands that you can keep commands with your sound sound. There is no
need to keep an order at this exact moment? Instead, you can refer later that you can make a shopping list as well, either online or offline shopping in your local grocery store. Ask to buy something: as well as buy [item name]. Or, at the same time, rearrange [item name]. Ask for your order status: Where do I have my things? Or, along with, track my
command. Add items to your Amazon basket: add your name, [item name] to my Amazon basket. Find an item to buy: Ok, find me a good [item category] on Amazon. Buying a music album or song: We said, buy [album or song title] by [artist]. Add items to your shopping list: Add more to your shopping list than we [item]. Check your shopping list: What's on
your shopping list? Smart Home Devices Have You Got A Good On Smart Home...... If you have your home out-of-the-art with smart light bulbs, outlets, door-locked, cameras, and more, you can easily control them. Just make sure that first you will be set up in it only. Turn off/turn off all lights: Your command is , [on/off] lights. Control a specific light or device:
your name, [on/off] [device name] Fade this lights: The light is [1-100] percent with you. Change the colors of the lights: Accordingly, set the lights to [color]. Adjust the thermostat temperature: Ok, set temperature [degree number]. Close/unlock a door: Related to us, [lock/unlocked] [location] door. Turn on a view: Contact us [on/off] [View name]. Show a
camera on a buzzshow: Tell you, show me [location] cameras. Music and TV throw ye on the sofa and put on your favorite album or maybe set the perfect music for a romantic dinner? Using, you can play your favorite music from services such as Amazon Music, Apple Music, and Stuffy-Set your preference in the music app. More of a TV person? There are
a few moves in this department also. Play a song or album: [song or album] by you [artist]. Play an artist: Music by him [Artist name]. Play a style: Your decree is, Play [style name]. Play music on another speaker: your, [Music application] in [living room] or, you play [music application] everywhere. Run a radio station: Your request, [station name] on
[Aherterado/TuneIn]. Play an Odobeuk: Your name, [bookbook] game on play. Or, read it, read [book name]. Restart your Odobeok: With this, restart my Odobeok. Control Audio Playback: Studied you, [Play/Pause/Next Track/Previous Track]. Control volume level: Related to us, Volume [1-10]. Or your decree, volume [up/down]. Remind ye what's the game:
What's your playing? Or, what is your song? Other buzzing devices looking at calls and messages, as well as the landline and toll-free phone numbers can call. If you have a family member or friend with a buzzing device, you can easily send messages too. Check the commands below to stay in communication, even using the command in the drop to check
in other rooms in your home. You can set up drop-in application through it. Call another buzz owner: your decree is, call [name]. Call phone: Contact us, call [phone number]. Answer an upcoming call: Answering you. End a call: Contact us, end call. Or, as well, hang up. Another echo owner's message: your decree, the message [name]. Or send a new
message to your name. Drop-in inside your house: Getting us, [drop in on the name of the room]. Drop-in on another buzzing owner: Down, Drop in [name]. Announce all your devices: your message, your message. The editors' recommendations so far have made the challenge clear: intervention, interruptave, self-focused marketing yet works in such a way
that it once did, and its effectiveness will continue to be reduced only in social age. The question is that the legacy model will be changed. One word answer is: Stories. It understands. Search – or create – a narrative thread is always how we have been looking to order in the chaos of a life of the castes. And it explains how smart brands have done next in
the chaos of modern marketing. Co. Make happy on vacation. We are sending 2013 by analyzing our most popular stories of the year. Enjoy. What is the matter for the material? There are human causes. Welcome stories where ads are resisted. They are acquisition and shopy, constantly changing based on those who touch and touch them. They make the
fastest way for the heart and mind – how behind the brain science is to interact with human stories. There are business reasons too. Marketing of content increases the brand's needle, growing awareness, changing idea, driving to create desire and make purchases. And as stories spread, the audience did not budget. Stories work. Here's another good
reason to believe in the power of stories: you have no four. Ignore or ignore communications to empowered users There are no and their lives do not include value. Are. As if by 30 second locations, or social cutting or feature length films, brands who want to invite in conversations will have to say something that is worth their audience time and attention. It's
a truth brands like The Koka-Kola, THE BMW and RED BELL know the interview. After years of observation, brand stories create and decide, it is clear that there are some guidance principles behind the great brand story. Call them 10 content commands. 1. Find out why your cultural anthropology in the words of Simon Inks, the best brands don't focus on
what they do or how they do it, but why they do. Find you and you've got your story. Beyond the category by focusing on your role in people's lives. Forced brand stories speak to values, what stands for your brand and why it exists. Customized content is 92% more effective than traditional TV ads in increased awareness and 168% more powerful in driving
shopping preference. It's not (all) about some people just enjoy ingesting conversations with people talking about yourself. For the last 100 years yet, brands have intervened in customer conversations that they want to make points about their attributes and utilities. That approach does not work now. Content must be provided with entertainment, education or
utility. Stop focusing on what you want to say and start listening to what your audience want to talk about. 3. Insight supphering your users as well as you know as well. Data based insights and intelligence are fuel for creativity, structures that ideas are not just cool but are linked to business challenges and are related to consumers. The beauty within The
Intell &amp; Toshiba has been branded content &amp; entertainment grand in this year by a simple human insight and a brand-quadruped mining of truth: it's coming within that count. 4. Be fearless all the way (not careless) in your commitment to the story. While many content marketing is menable, it is often on an experience or addition at the end of the
current marketing and media process, setting the stage for frustration. Stories should be at heart, not the tail of your marketing planning. Once the narrative is decided, it should be homely and amplified in all communication channels. Think of your media planning as a content sandiation plan. Stay social in CoreBrands and have to work as publishers. Lose
the campaign mentality. Don't end up put a story in the market, it starts. Users want a role. They want to advocate for the brands and products they choose. Branded content can provide bilateral conversations and deep erasing relationships that can convert customers into entities, and mabushors. Make sure your content can be discovered, shared and
sized. Acting on speed Social design by social design can move from the idea of how to create experiences that understands how a new creative mindset is needed and implemented faster than that. Stay close to the data and improve, improve, and rearrange your efforts along your way. If you're not sure what it means, google Oreo Daily Turn. It doesn't
matter how good your content is if anyone sees it. Seems obvious, but when most brands are recognized they create content without a clear distribution strategy space. It's not just about what you say, but what you call it, where and when. Understand how you will use ownership, paid and channels to get your message. It's not about distribution of content
versus. It's about getting the right. Go to The Othantaqalyave stories you tell. The narrative of a brand as promoting its products should serve the same role. The Koka-Kola just does not talk about sharing happiness. It provides experiences that allow people to do so, such as two or separated into a welding machine that allows someone in India to buy a cook
for someone in Pakistan. MasterCard's invaluable city promises its brand for life. Your brand has a personality and perspective that goes out of the bregyong about you, and your audience knows when you attack false notes. Be transparent and true to your story. Be an expert It speaks more than learning and utility than entertainment, but content is fertile
ground for marketing. Your brand is mastered in a theme that can add value to people's lives. That's the idea that Roine and trust. The New Life L'Oreal Paris and self-confidence. Brands can be reliable information providers to audiences. That's okay to have an agenda; Do all the stories, from Bible writers to Steven Spielberg, To The Daft Pink To The Mesi.
The audience is ok with it until the information is clear, and the content is relevant. 9. Your grip unfold ingume is presented to your brand and is not understood what kind of (single) control you are now in. Gone is the 100 page on The Day of Rolybok which will be a brand showand will not. Whether by creative partners or consumers, your brand image is
influenced by far more sources than brand managers or creative agencies. Accept this fact to build credibility with the audience. Brands still need to look after their interests, but the fact is that a brand is put through more than one filter, including fans and critics. Jimmy Kommal's BMW/BMW tie, in which the brand bought all the adhesive time in one episode
and has since been pleased to be the host of the show to take it back. 10. Expect results to forget the idea of non-working media dollars. Narrative marketing must be there. Define clear business objectives so they can come out. Content Do not invest It's cool or opportunity. Invest in content because you believe it can be a powerful and effective part of the
marketing blend and helps achieve business goals. UM-owned research shows that customized content is 92% more effective than traditional TV ads in rising awareness and 168% is more powerful in driving shopping preference. Make sure the story's perspective is connected to strategic, disciplined, and real khypandia. KPIs.
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